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NATP announces 2021 Chapter Person of the Year 

Christina Parisi selected for outstanding service to New York chapter 

 

APPLETON, Wis. (Sept. 13, 2021) – Each year, one member of an NATP state chapter is 
selected from hundreds as the Chapter Person of the Year. This person is seen by their peers 
as an indispensable member who symbolizes volunteerism by putting forth an honorable effort 
to support members, their chapter and NATP. This year’s award is presented to Christina Parisi 
of the New York chapter of NATP. 

Parisi has been a member of the New York chapter for more than five years. The New York 
chapter is one of the longest active NATP chapters. 

Similar to many organizations, the NATP New York chapter shifted its events and meetings 
online due to the COVID-19 pandemic, and Parisi was an integral part of that transition, 
according to the George Powers, New York NATP chapter board president.  

“Christina helped the New York chapter adapt to these changing times without skipping a beat,” 
Powers said. “She is often the first point of contact for members and prospects and has 
provided vital tax updates in chapter communications.” 

NATP state chapters allow members to connect with other tax professionals on a local level to 
network, educate each other and provide support during tax season and beyond. 

“Our state chapters are an important part of NATP, and I love to hear about chapter members 
stepping up and making a difference in their local communities,” said Cynthia Jackson, NATP 
chapter program manager.  
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### 

About NATP: The National Association of Tax Professionals (NATP) is the largest association 
dedicated to equipping tax professionals with the resources, connections and education they 
need to provide the highest level of service to their clients. 23,000 members rely on NATP to 
deliver professional connections, content expertise and advocacy that provides them with the 
support they need to best serve their clients. The NATP headquarters is located in Appleton, 
WI. To learn more, visit www.natptax.com.  

Looking for a tax expert? Rhonda Collins, EA, CPA, MBA, is the director of tax content and 
government relations at the National Association of Tax Professionals (NATP). Collins has a 
diverse background of over 25 years in the industry. As a licensed CPA and EA, Collins can 
represent clients before the IRS. She is available for phone or video interviews to discuss 
federal tax topics including tax law change and its implications, taxpayer issues, tax preparer 
regulation and more. To schedule an interview with Collins, contact nkasten@natptax.com. 
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